racksnet® joined Open Networking Foundation (ONF)
Bad Soden, 12.08.2020
Since the beginning of August, the German-based software manufacturer for
Network Automation is a member of the Open Networking Foundation.
The ONF was founded 2011 in menlo park (California) by global players such as
Google, AT&T and Deutsche Telekom. The consortium is driving forward the
establishment of open standards for network infrastructures. ONF is thus sending a
clear signal against the proprietary systems that have long dominated conventional
network equipment suppliers.
Today, the Open Networking Foundation has over 100 international cooperation
partners and members - such as Cisco Systems, Intel, DELL EMC, NTT Group, China
Mobile, Verizon.
By joining ONF, racksnet® is now internationally taking the peak of a disruptive
development in the networking business. At the end of this movement new
technologies and business models will emerge.
The racksnet® Network Automation Software orchestrates the interaction between
of Open Networking Hardware (switches, routers, access points and WLAN
controllers) and operating systems like Pluribus OS, Sonic OS, Cumulus OS or
Pica 8 OS etc.
Thus, racksnet® not only ensures a smooth automation and network management
process, but also provides companies and organizations with a number of significant
advantages such as Vendor independence, Cost reduction in the acquisition and
operation of network infrastructures (now also enables the use of Brite-Box
solutions), more flexibility and increased agility for IT teams, fast and secure
scalability of network resources as well as optimal adaptability of the network
components used to hanging or increasing requirements within companies and
organizations.
racksnet GmbH is a German software company for the areas of Software-DefinedNetworking, Managed Services and Open Networking Solutions.
The racksnet GmbH offers its customers automation and management solutions to
simplify complex network infrastructures. Thanks to the manufacturer-independent
and intuitively operable, uniform Drag & Drop GUI, users no longer have to resort to
manufacturer-specific scripting when automating networks, which increases security
and flexibility of networks considerably.
The company has its headquarters in Bad Soden / Taunus.
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